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Abstract
It is commonly accepted that states in a conformal field theory correspond to clas-
sical spacetimes with Anti-de-Sitter asymptotics. In this work we give a prescription
for the CFT states with a dual classical spacetime and, using basic holographic rules,
show that they are holographically connected to coherent states in the large-N limit,
or by considering linearized perturbations.
We also point out implications in the spacetime emergence mechanism, for instance,
the (entangled) state dual to the black hole should be properly described as a quan-
tum superposition of products of these states. This also complements the quantum
interpretation of the Hawking-Page transition.
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Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence represents the paradigmatic case of gravity/gauge duality
where spacetime with fixed (AdS) asymptotics can be defined as emergent from a ordinary
quantum field theory defined on its conformal boundary [1]. However, we do not understand
the mechanism of this emergence in depth.
It is widely accepted that states in the CFT Hilbert space are dual to classical asymptoti-
cally AdS (aAdS) spacetimes but we do not know yet which aspects of the classical geometries
are encoded in the states or how to read off such aspects. Moreover, it is unclear which CFT
states actually are dual to some type of classical geometry. An illuminating observation was
made by Van Raamsdonk some years ago [2], who argued that classically connected space-
times correspond to entangled states in the CFT, and furthermore, that they are a quantum
superposition of basis states supposedly dual themselves to some kind of aAdS spacetimes.
This set up has been used in further developments [3, 4].
The present work is devoted to study the (disentangled) microstates that compose the
spacetime geometry as a quantum superposition, and whether they are dual to geometries
with usual classical properties.
The more fundamental goal is to construct a holographic map that work in the same way
that the paradigmatic cases, namely, the CFT vacuum |0〉 7→AdS, and the thermal TFD state
|0(β)〉 7→ AdS-Black hole. In fact, based on well established prescriptions [12, 13, 17, 18],
and the Skenderis & van Rees suggestion to construct excitations, the results of [5] gave us
a clue about how to generalize this mechanism to other (excited) states in the same spirit.
In line with this, and previous literature [6], we will argue that quantum coherence is
also an essential ingredient for the emergence of classical spacetimes, and as a result, that
the (eigen-energy) microstates |En〉1 ⊗ |En〉2 that superpose to form an AdS Black Hole do
not correspond to any (disconnected) pair of aAdS geometries.
This letter is organized as follows: we first review the original proposal [2], understanding
a BH as a quantum superposition of states living in two CFT theories. We then review the
construction [5], extending the original SvR prescription [12, 13] to build the CFT states
with a well defined dual geometry associated, and then argue that, in the large N limit
the eigen-energy basis cannot be associated to any classical aAdS geometry, although the
holographic states form an overcomplete basis and any state can be described as a quantum
superposition of them. In the last part, we study the AdS black hole with matter fields and
show that it fits into our prescription. The final observations and remarks are collected at
conclusions.
The emergent AdS Black Hole
The standard interpretation is that the exact bulk geometry AdSd+1 corresponds to the
fundamental state |0〉 of the CFT Hilbert space H defined on its conformal boundary Sd×R,
and general classical aAdS spacetimes should be dual to certain excited states.
Let us consider now two (non-interacting) identical copies of this CFT (labeled by a
subindex 1, 2). The asymptotically AdSd+1 spacetime with a eternal black hole corresponds
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Figure 1: (a) Penrose diagram of a maximally extended AdS-black hole. The green line is a
connected spacial slice representing the entaglement between the CFT’s. (b) We schematically show
the interpretation of [2], where the resulting state (1) is a linear combination of states |En〉1⊗|En〉2
supposedly dual to aAdS spacetimes. The blue lines represent the non-interacting CFT theories on
the two asymptotic boundaries.
to the (entangled) state [7]:
|0(β)〉 =
∑
n
e−
β
2
En
Z1/2
|En〉1 ⊗ |En〉2 ∈ H1 ⊗H2 , β ≡ (kBT )−1, (1)
where the |En〉 are a complete basis of eigenstates of the CFT Hamiltonian H, and En are
its eigenvalues. This describes a thermal state of the CFT system at temperature T in the
thermofield dynamics (TFD) formalism [8, 9, 10]. Recall also that the state (1) is invariant
under the action of the combination H1 −H2.
One of the arguments of [2] was precisely based in the structure of this state, which
describes a classically connected spacetime (fig. 1a) with two aAdS regions causally separated
by an event horizon [11] using a quantum superposition of states |En〉1 ⊗ |En〉2 (fig. 1b),
which, if have a classical geometric dual, should correspond to a pair of disconnected aAdS
spacetimes.
The argument for it is that disentangled states |Ψ〉1 ⊗ |Υ〉2 ∈ H1 ⊗ H2 of two systems
CFT1 and CFT2 that do not interact in any way, must describe two completely separate
physical systems. Then if |Ψ〉1 is dual to one aAdS spacetime and |Υ〉2 is dual to some
other spacetime, the product state must be a geometry dual to the disconnected pair of
spacetimes (see Fig 1b). In particular, the ground state is |0〉1⊗|0〉2, that correspond to two
disconnected globally AdS spacetimes [2].
In order to turn this interpretation useful for holographic quantum gravity one should
better understand which is the geometric content of these (micro)states, and whether they
are holographic themselves. Below, we will propose a suitable definition of the states in each
CFT copy that are holographically dual to aAdS spacetimes and show that the elements
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Figure 2: (a) Lorentzian AdS with boundary condition φL. We also schematically depict the initial
and final states. (b) Euclidean AdS (hyperbolic space).
|En〉1 ⊗ |En〉2 do not fit into this definition. The immediate implication is that one should
find another way of representing the |En〉’s in the gravity side, perhaps, in terms of other type
of non-conventional microscopic geometry rather than a smooth d-dimensional spacetime,
or more conventionally, as a quantum superposition of good holographic states. The present
approach follow this line.
CFT states with spacetime dual
The prescription [12, 13] allows the calculation of time ordered n-point correlation func-
tions of local CFT operatos O in AdS/CFT (fig. 2a). It can be understood as the real
time version of the standard prescription [14, 15] (fig. 2b), and corresponds to the geometry
shown in figure 3a.
〈0| e−i
∫
∂rML OφL |0〉 = eiS0L[φL;φΣ− ,φΣ+ ]−S0−[0;φΣ− ]−S0+[0;φΣ+ ] . (2)
The lhs gives the generating function of time ordered correlation functions of a scalar
operator O in a Lorentzian CFT that lives in the timelike conformal boundary ∂rML =
Sd × R of the spacetimeML. In the rhs, S0L[φL;φΣ− , φΣ+ ] is the Lorentzian on-shell action
for a bulk field ΦL which takes boundary values φΣ± on the spacelike boundaries Σ± ≡ ∂tML
and φL over ∂rML. The exponents S0±[0;φΣ± ] are the bulk field on shell actions on the
Euclidean sectionsM± for boundary values φ± = 0 on ∂rM± and φΣ± on Σ± . It is worth
noticing that (2) implicitly assumes the bulk fields, and its conjugated momenta, to be
continuous through the Σ± gluing surfaces.
This recipe follows from a complete quantum treatment where the r.h.s. is a path integral,
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Figure 3: (a) CFT contour in complex t-plane showing real time interval (t−, t+). (b) Geometric
dual to the contour obtained by gluing together LorentzianML and Euclidean sections (two halves)
of the AdS spacetime M±. We depict the gluing surfaces Σ± and the green points correspond to
τ = ±∞. On the bottom we show the glued geometry with a generic classical configuration.
and where one can also consider excited CFT initial/final states by giving smooth non-
vanishing boundary conditions φ± over ∂rM± for all finite value of the euclidean time1 (see
refs [5] and [12] for details). In this context, in ref. [5], it was explicitly shown that the
(initial) excited CFT states are precisely given by2
|Ψφ−〉 = e−
∫
∂rM− O φ− |0〉 . (3)
These states, projected on a complete bulk configuration basis φΣ± on spacelike surfaces
Σ± correspond to wave functionals that can be expressed as euclidean path integrals in the
gravity side,
Ψφ− [φΣ− ] ≡
∫
[DΦ](φΣ− , φ−) e−S−[Φ] , (4)
with boundary conditions φΣ− and φ− on Σ− and ∂rM− respectively. Moreover, in the
large-N limit one can use the saddle point approximation and they can be associated to a
single classical solution for the bulk fields as
Ψφ− [φΣ− ] ∼ e−S0−[φΣ− ,φ−] . (5)
1They vanish at τ = ±∞, represented as green dots in fig. 3b.
2Where |0〉 denotes the ground state, whose holographic dual is the globally AdS spacetime. These can
also be constructed on other vacua as the thermal one, associated to eternal AdS black holes, but this will
be studied later on.
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This generalizes the Hartle-Hawking construction of wave functionals [16] to excited states
in AdS quantum gravity [5, 12]. Obviously this analysis can be properly extended to include
the gravitational degrees of freedom, although in our arguments here we consider only a
scalar field that probes the spacetime geometry. In fact, the existence of classical fields
implies many classical properties of the background manifoldM, such as connectivity and
differentiability.
Summarizing, we conclude that
states (3) can be holographically associated to well defined classical geometric configura-
tions. For a state of the quantum (bulk) theory (4), there is a set of histories (geometries)
associated. Then in the large-N limit, there is a unique path describing a classical (euclidean)
spacetime with matter fields (gclµν ,Φcl, . . . ).
This is, furthermore, our prescription on which are the states in the gauge field theory
defined on Sd × (time)
that correspond to a connected aAdS spacetime with some classical configuration of fields.
Below, we will give some arguments that support this claim from a basic set up for
quantum gravity.
Holographic states from gravity
In order to better understand the mechanism of the holographic emergence, one should
formulate the question by asking in which cases one has a well defined smooth aAdS geometry
in the duality. If one starts from the strictly quantum gravity (QG) point of view, in the
path integral formalism [16], the states above are those that fulfill the following two basic
conditions:
(i) in the semiclassical limit, one recovers (smooth) classical fields and spacial geometries
〈Ψφ− |Φ̂|Ψφ−〉 = Φcl(φ−, φ?−) + “quantum correction′′ (6)
for all the quantized fields of the gravitational theory (matter fields + metrics)3. The
term “quantum correction” stands for any contribution that in AdS/CFT, typically goes
as ~/N2 → 0 and Φcl denotes the (euclidean) classical solution, depending only on the
boundary data φ−, and φ?−, which is defined from φ− by reflection at the euclidean
time τ = 0 (see [5] and eq. (19) in Appendix).
(ii) And furthermore (conversely), given any classical bulk solution Φcl(φ−, φ?−) one has
the corresponding state (4), and then (5) in the semi classical limit.
These are the more basic assumptions one might do in order to recover the notion of
classical fields, on classical geometries, as univocally associated to a quantum state.
Since the connection between (3) and (4) has already been clearly established in [5], based
on the SvR approach [12, 13], in the Appendix we will show that states defined as (4) satisfy
these more basic criteria in a path integral formulation of (aAdS) QG.
3Nevertheless, as explained above, we only study the φ-sector for simplicty.
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The following, rather than a basic condition, is a property that typically present the
states prescribed above. It will be directly noticed from our anaysis in the next Section.
(iii) These states are sufficient (form a basis) to describe certain, pertubatvely defined,
(QG) space of states.
The Large-N limit and quantum coherence
Taking the large-N limit in the above expression (4), the Euclidean action for Φ becomes
gaussian [17] and it also decouples from gravity, since the Newton constant GN ∼ 1/N2.
For free fields, another standard prescription [17, 18, 19] identifies the dual CFT operators
with the boundary value of a canonically quantized field in AdS, Φˆ(t, r,Ω), as
Oˆ(t,Ω) ≡ lim
r→∞
r∆ Φˆ(t, r,Ω) =
∑
k
a†kF
∗
k (t,Ω) + akFk(t,Ω) , (7)
where of Fk(t,Ω) ≡ limr→∞ r∆fk(t, r,Ω) defines a basis of functions on the conformal bound-
ary and fk are the basis of normalizable solutions of the e.o.m. (2 −m2)Φ = 0 labeled by
k, and m2 = ∆(∆− 2).
Demanding consistency between both prescriptions, we conclude that in the large-N limit,
the state (3) is coherent and can be represented as
|Ψφ−〉 ∝ e
∑
k λk a
†
k |0〉 , (8)
in the (bulk) Hilbert-Fock space HAdS. The same analysis is possible for linear perturbations
of the background metrics gµν . Notice that these form a overcomplete basis, as an explicit
realization of property (iii).
This expression has been checked through explicit holographic computations of corre-
lation functions and inner products [5]. These states are eigenstates of the annihilation
operators ak are their eigenvalues are precisely given by
λk = −
∫
(−∞,0]×Sd
dτdΩF ∗k (−iτ,Ω)φ−(τ,Ω) . (9)
On the other hand, the (excited) states |Ek〉1⊗|Ek〉2 of the basis in which the Black Hole
entangled state is expanded in the Van Raamsdonk setup, correspond to eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian operator H = HΦ +Hgravity + · · ·+O(1/N), where
: HΦ :=
∑
k
k a
†
k ak , (10)
and . . . denote terms associated with other (matter) fields.
So there are states in the basis that express as |Ek〉1 ∼ (a†k)n|0〉φ⊗|0〉gravity⊗| . . . 〉, where
|0〉gravity denotes the exact globally AdS spacetime, or any other aAdS solution of vacuum
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Einstein equations4. The key point in our argument is that this type of states (except the
vacuum) are not eigenstates of ak since these operators do not commute with HΦ. Therefore,
these states cannot be associated to classical configurations/solutions in the sense explained
above. In other words, there are states |Ek〉1 ⊗ |Ek〉2 in the CFT1 ⊗ CFT2 Hilbert space
which are not dual to any classical spacetime with classical fields.
Let us remark that the states (8), belonging to the bulk Fock space, in fact fulfill the
assumptions (i) and (ii), consistently with our expectation for states with a good holographic
dual. This can be directly checked from eq. (8), using (9), that:
〈Ψφ−| Φ̂ |Ψφ−〉 = Φcl(φ−, φ?−) , (11)
which agrees with (6). This is satisfied for coherent states but fails for states (a†k)
n |0〉φ with
n > 0. Moreover, for coherent states this property can be generalized to any functional F [Φ̂]
of the quantized fields and its derivatives (e.g. the Hamiltonian HΦ), which, with the proper
normal ordering, coincides with the same functional valued on a classical solution:
〈Ψφ− | : F [Φ̂] : |Ψφ−〉 = F [Φcl] . (12)
The eternal black hole as coherent state
Since the eternal AdS Black Hole is a geometric state of the doubled CFT theory, schemat-
ically denoted as CFT2 (≡ CFT1⊗ CFT2 ) [3], this indeed fits into the proper extension of
the notion of coherent state.
Thermal Bogoliubov’s transformations Gβ are formally unitary and canonical in the sense
of preserving the canonical commutation relations and the norm of the states in finite volume
systems, so then, the thermal TFD state (dual to a AdS black hole) (1) is an eigenstate (with
eigenvalue = 0) of the thermal annihilation operators
a
(1)
k (β) ≡ a(1)k − e−βk/2a† (2)k = Gβ a (1)k G†β (13)
a
(2)
k (β) ≡ a(2)k − e−βk/2a† (1)k = Gβ a (2)k G†β (14)
then, the equations a (i)k (β)|0(β)〉 = 0, i = 1, 2 are solved by the state [3]:
|0(β)〉(Φ) = Gβ |0〉 = Z−1/2Φ
∏
k
[
e(e
−βk/2) a† (1)k a
† (2)
k
]
|0〉 . (15)
This is the state (1) represented in the scalar field sector of doubled AdS Hilbert-Fock space,
in the same sense that the states (8) in a single CFT theory. This state is also invariant
under the action of the extended Hamiltonian H(1)Φ −H(2)Φ [8, 9, 10].
4As argued above, this state can also be associated to some other background (euclidean) metric that
minimizes the gravitational action, and then give wave functions (3) in the large-N approximation.
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Holographic excitations with two conformal boundaries
In this case our prescription (3) for the holographic states expresses as
|Ψφ−(β)〉 = e−
∫
∂rMBH−
Oβ φ− |0(β)〉 . (16)
where MBH− denotes the (lower) half of the Euclidean black hole (Fig 4(a)), and Oβ ≡
O(1)β (x, τ) represents a local operator on ∂rMBH− = [0, β/2]× Sd, which is defined from the
CFT1 operators by analitical extension to the Euclidean (past) time. Similiarly, another
set of independent (completely commuting with O(1)β ) operators, O(2)β can be defined from
CFT2.
By following the procedure used in [5], quantizing the probing free field in this bulk
and using the standard BDHM prescription [17], one can see that the holographic states
correspond to nothing but thermal coherent states5:
|λ(β)〉 ≡ D(λ)|0(β)〉 = eλk a†k(β)−λ∗k ak(β)|0(β)〉 (17)
where the index (i) = 1, 2 is implicit and D(λ) is the corresponding displacement operator
which generates the coherent state D(λ)|0〉 = |λ〉. The formula for λk is similar to (9) but the
integration is on the euclidean interval [0, β/2]×Sd and the functions F ∗k (τ,Ω) correspond to
the normalizable modes of the AdS-Schwarschild solution through the BDHM prescription
[17, 18]. An extended study on this excitations in AdS black holes and a detailed proof of
the results mentioned here are being prepared and will be presented in a forthcoming work
[23].
This extends our prescription (3) of states of the theory CFT2 with good classically
connected spacetime interpolating between two (disconnected) asymptotic boundaries Sd×<.
Noticeably, these states/geometries have a similar description that the Black Hole, and
decompose as in Fig. 1 although the coefficients appearing in Fig 1(b) change accordingly.
A brief comment on the Hawking-Page quantum transition
Let us finally point out an implication of our arguments on the Hawking-Page phase tran-
sition [20, 21]. It can be be described in a quantum mechanical way as a critical behavior of
the quantum amplitude and standard quantum collapse [3], in line with the Van Raamsdonk
interpretation. Since the AdS-BH spacetime is described by the state (1) in CFT2 (figures
1a and 4a) ; which at low temperatures (compared with the AdS scale β ∼ RAdS) reads as
|0(β)〉 = e
−β
2
E0
Z1/2
|0〉1 ⊗ |0〉2 +
∑
n6=0
δn(β)|En〉1 ⊗ |En〉2 , (18)
where |En〉 are states orthogonal to |0〉1⊗ |0〉2, and |δk(β)|2  |Z−1 e−βE0 |. as β > E−10 ∼ R
(here R is the radius of curvature of the AdS space). So at low temperatures, the probability
5This confirms the guess on which should be the states of CFT2 with geometric dual, pointed out in [3]
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Figure 4: (a) It illustrates the geometry dual to the state (16), where the semi-circle represents
∂rMBH− = [0, β/2]× Sd with a source φ− 6= 0. The euclidean section continues into a Lorentzian
evolution with two causally disconnected asymptotic boundaries. (b) At low temperatures (β →∞
limit) the correlations between both CFTs vanish, and the dual geometry can be described as two
totally disconnected copies of AdS.
of collapsing it, and to “observe” two disconnected global AdS spaces (see fig. 4b) is very
high, compared with other states.
However this description must be complemented with our previous arguments since it
should be explained why, for the high temperature regime where the amplitudes are com-
parable, the system cannot be observed in some of the excited states |En〉1 ⊗ |En〉2 upon
measurements, giving place to other geometric transitions. The reason might be that such
(micro)states would not be compatible with direct observations or measurements of local
fields on a spacetime. The only holographic states (3) with probing fields that vanish as-
symptotically, precisely are the black hole state and the ground state6 |0〉1 ⊗ |0〉2. Some
aspects of the present description of the transition [3] are shared by the approach of [22].
Conclusions
Here, we have studied how a classical geometry holographically corresponds to a CFT
state, and prescribed which these states should be. In fact, using basics tools of holography
as the SvR prescriptions and the HH construction for QG, we have explicitly shown that
this is a one to one map between such CFT states and classical (euclidean) geometries.
As evidence we have explicitly shown that the d+1 dimensional spacetime geometries, as
6The state |0〉1 ⊗ |0〉2 here only expresses the gravity sector. For simplicity, we have omitted the other
(thermal) excitations: of the matter fields that include the Φ-normalizable modes.
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probed by non-back reacting free fields, corresponds to coherent states dual to CFT states as
(3) defined on the conformal boundary. In summary, the proposed holographic CFT states
are univocally characterized by the boundary conditions on a half (τ < 0) of the radial
asymptotic boundary of the euclidean spacetime:
∣∣Ψφ−〉. As a first consequence of this, we
observed that the basis microstates of the linear superposition (15) should not be directly
interpreted as classical aAdS spacetimes in the gravity side, but in a non standard way, as
quantum superposition of well defined geometries
Another different family of asymptotically AdS spacetimes are obtained by entangling
the CFT with another identical (non-interacting) copy [2, 3], whose microstates are also
coherent states (see for instance, eqs. (15), and (17)).
Interestingly, we would like to stress that holographic states with many component bound-
aries as the BH or its excitations, have at least two different geometric dual descriptions.
It is fascinating that they describe two very different spacetime topologies. One of these
representations is continuous and classically connected spacetime as in the states (16) whose
dual are slightly deformations of an eternal BH geometry, and the other one, looks like
schematically as the superposition of Fig 1(b), although as we observed in the present work,
the basis microstates should be products of coherent states.
An intriguing question that arises here is if (and why) one of these dual geometric rep-
resentations (in terms of connected or disconnected geometries) should be “preferred" by
the system. Furthermore, since the coherent basis of holographic states is overcomplete,
how should be interpreted the quantum collapse into some specific element/geometry of this
basis.
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Note added: The first version of this work was written as an essay for the Gravity Research
Foundation 2016 Awards for Essays on Gravitation. In the meantime, since the first version appeared
in Arχiv until the present submission, appeared [24] with certain overlap on our claim around
the formula (3) for holographic states. In ref. [24] the authors checked, through a perturbative
construction, that these states have a good dual aAdS spacetime.
Appendix
Proof of (i) Start by defining a family of states of QG (in the path integral formulation
[16]) by the wave functionals (4) projected on a complete bulk configuration basis φΣ on Σ,
let us refer to this as HP . Its corresponding dual Ψφ?− [φΣ] ∈ H∗P was defined in ref [5] as the
path integral (
Ψφ− [φΣ]
)? ≡ Ψφ?− [φΣ] = ∫ [DΦ](φΣ,φ?−) e−S+[Φ] , (19)
where φ?− is defined from φ− on the hemisphere ∂+M , by (euclidean) time reflection in the
equator τ = 0, that glues to real time at tΣ (see fig. 3b or [5] for more details); S+[Φ] denotes
the action valued on euclidean manifolds anchored by the boundaries ∂+M and Σ. Recall
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that these states are unnormalized. Then, for instance, the expectation value of the field
operator is
〈Ψφ−|Φ̂(x, tΣ)|Ψφ−〉 =
∑
φΣ
〈Ψφ−|Φ̂(x, tΣ)|φΣ(x)〉〈φΣ(x)|Ψφ−〉
=
∑
φΣ
φΣ Ψ
φ?− [φΣ]Ψ
φ− [φΣ]
=
∫
[DΦ]φ?−,φ− φΣ(x) e−S [Φ] ,
where we have used that the configuration basis |φΣ(x)〉, φΣ(x) ≡ φ(x, tΣ), is complete and
diagonalizes the operator Φ̂(x, tΣ). Therefore, in the saddle point approximation, the r.h.s
reads ∫
[DΦ]φ?−,φ− φ(x, tΣ) e−S [Φ] ≈ Φcl(x, tΣ)e−S
0[φ?−,φ−] +O(~/N2) (20)
where Φcl(x, tΣ) = Φcl(x, τ = 0) is the (euclidean) classical solution for the boundary data
φ?−, φ−. This realizes the condition (6).
Proof of (ii) The computation above manifestly shows that given the state (4) one
univocally recovers the classical configuration of the bulk fields on Σ (including the metric).
Reciprocally, given a classical solution Φcl(x, τ) one can to define the boundary data:
φΣ(r,x) := Φcl(r,x, τ = 0) ; φ−(x, τ) := lim
r→∞
Θ(−τ)Φcl(r,x, τ) (21)
and then univocally one can define the state (4). Therefore, the map {Ψφ−} ↔ {Φcl[φ?−, φ−]}
is bijective.
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